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Last meetings:
- 2013 Utrecht (1st)
- 2014 Edinburgh (2nd)
- 2016 Wiesbaden (3rd)
- 2018 Orléans (4th)
- 2019 Bern (5th)
Capital of Switzerland
Swiss capital of ice hockey 2019
23 countries

101 attendees
32 presentations
21 posters
16 demonstrations
2 breakout sessions (8 topics)
Thanks go to

- Belma Rozajac
- Robin Allenbach
- The 3d modelling staff at Swiss Geological Survey
- My boss… for letting us hosting this events
- Staff from our venue “Kursaal Hotel + Congress centre”
- You for being here to make the meeting a success!
What happened so far…
Before we start

- Be aware that we have to change rooms for THU and FRI!

- Presenters
  - Please, stick to the time slots allocated (12+3min)
  - Native speakers: Please consider the variety of non-native speakers

- Posters: Pin walls will be transferred between locations
- Demonstrations: Two groups, please refer to the program

- Organisation: Emergency exits & non-smoking facility
Now – enjoy!
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